Abstract. We calculate the probability distribution P(k ⊥ ) for the momentum perpendicular to its original direction of motion that an energetic quark or gluon picks up as it propagates through weakly coupled quark-gluon plasma in thermal equilibrium.
As an energetic parton produced in a hard scattering within a heavy ion collision propagates through the strongly coupled matter produced in the collision, it loses energy, it radiates gluons, and it diffuses in momentum-space, picking up momentum k ⊥ transverse to its original direction. Understanding these processes, and their consequences for jet quenching observables, is important as it has the potential to allow the use of data on these observables to teach us properties of the medium created during these collisions. In these contributions to the PANIC11 proceedings, as in M. Lekaveckas' talk at the conference, we report on our calculation of the probability distribution for k ⊥ in the case where the medium in question is weakly coupled quark-gluon plasma in thermal equilibrium at temperature T . (The jet quenching parameterq, often used to characterize transverse momentum broadening, is the second moment of P(k ⊥ ).)
The general expression for the probability distribution P(k ⊥ ) that describes transverse momentum broadening of a parton with an energy E that is much greater than any momentum scales that characterize the medium has been derived in different ways in Refs. [1, 2, 3] . In the notation of Ref. [3] , in which the derivation was done using soft collinear effective theory (SCET) that could in the future allow it to be extended beyond the E → ∞ limit, the result is
where
with d (R) is the dimension of the SU(N) representation R to which the energetic parton belongs, and W R [x] is the Wilson line in the representation R, namely
where P denotes path-ordering and L = L − / √ 2 is the thickness of the medium through which the parton propagates. The gauge invariance of (2) can be made manifest by attaching gauge links along the transverse direction from 0 to x ⊥ at infinity, but these are zero in any covariant gauge, as below. Jet broadening has also been analyzed using SCET upon treating the medium via an opacity expansion, yielding expressions involving only one or two gluon insertions from the medium [4] . The result (2) sums up arbitrarily many medium gluons, and is valid for any gauge theory medium, whether in equilibrium or not, whether weakly coupled or strongly coupled [3] . The nature of the medium enters in the evaluation of (2), a calculation that has been done for the strongly coupled equilibrium plasma of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory previously [3] . Here, we report on the calculation for the equilibrium QCD quark-gluon plasma with T so large that physics at the scale T is weakly coupled.
Upon assuming weakly coupled plasma, we expand (2) in g and find that the leading terms in (1) are
whereP denotes anti-path ordering. These contributions to P(k ⊥ ) are shown in Fig. 1 . The leading contribution to P(k ⊥ ), which we compute, turns out to be O(
Using translation invariance in x ⊥ and x − , taking the limit L → ∞, and switching to momentum space, we find
, and where
+ is a "plus distribution" [5] , defined such that it equals P > (k ⊥ ) for k ⊥ > 0, and cancels the k ⊥0 dependence in the delta function term. This prescription makes
is the light-cone component of the resummed "21-propagator", related to the retarded gluon propagator by
where Q = (q + , q − , q ⊥ ) and we are interested in q ⊥ = k ⊥ , where P T,L are the transverse and longitudinal momentum projectors, and where F and G are the longitudinal and transverse components of Π µν R . The ++ component of the tree-level propagator vanishes and for this reason we are interested in the one-loop or, more generally, the resummed propagator (6), which does not vanish. D ++ > depends in general on both the real and imaginary parts of the self-energies F and G, but on the light-cone (q + = 0) and in the UV limit (q ⊥ T ) it depends only on their imaginary parts:
meaning that the calculation of P(k ⊥ ) simplifies at large k ⊥ . In the HTL effective theory, which is valid when all components of Q are O(gT ) or smaller, F and G are known analytically [7] . If any component of Q is larger than O(gT ), we must use the full F and G obtained by calculating the one loop integrals without assuming that internal loop momentum are harder than Q. Note that even if we are evaluating P(k ⊥ ) at a small value of k ⊥ the calculation involves an integral over all values of q − , meaning that the HTL expressions for F and G are not valid throughout the calculation. In order to obtain an expression for P > (k ⊥ ) valid for all k ⊥ , we evaluate F and G without making the HTL approximation, obtaining the imaginary part analytically and the real part numerically. We describe this calculation in a longer paper in preparation. Using the resummed propagator (6) in (5), we then obtain P(k ⊥ ) at any k ⊥ .
Our results for P(k ⊥ ) at two values of g are shown in Fig. 2 . In addition to showing our results (the brown dots) we show (as the red lines) the effect of using the HTL approximation for the self-energies F and G. It is no surprise that this approximation is invalid at large k ⊥ . It is worth noting that at small k ⊥ it comes close to the full result but does not quite agree with it. We have checked that the reason for this is that the HTL self-energies F and G are not correct (5), for g = 0.01 and g = 0.1. We plot k 3
The probability distribution for transverse momentum broadening, namely P(k ⊥ ) defined as a plus function in (5), is given by P > (k ⊥ ) for k ⊥ > 0 and has a δ -function at k ⊥ = 0 whose weight is such that P(k ⊥ ) is normalized as in (1) . The brown dots, joined by a green line to guide the eye, are the full result obtained by using the resummed propagator (6) . The red curve is obtained by using the HTL approximation for the self-energies F, G; at small k ⊥ , it agrees with the result in Refs. [8, 9] . The blue curve is the large-k ⊥ behavior from (7) . For large k ⊥ , it agrees with the result in Ref. [10] . The insertions in both panels show the behavior at large k ⊥ .
at large q − even when q ⊥ is small. The blue line shows the effect of using the propagator (7), valid at large k ⊥ , with the full expressions for Im F and Im G. As expected, this approximation breaks down at small k ⊥ . The blue curve in Fig. 2 is the same in both panels and is in fact g-independent. This confirms that P(k ⊥ ) is O(g 4 ) at large k ⊥ . On the other hand, if we compare our full results (or the red curve, in fact) at the two different values of g in Fig. 2 at a value of k ⊥ that is small enough that k ⊥ < gT in both panels, we see that the quantity plotted is larger by roughly a factor of 100 when g = 0.01 than when g = 0.1, indicating that
We now compare our results to those in the literature, first in the small k ⊥ limit. In this regime, the red curve agrees with Refs. [8, 9] , where HTL self-energies are used and where f (q 0 ) is approximated as f (q 0 ) ∼ T /q 0 . Both these approximations are valid at small q 0 but not throughout the integration over q 0 that arises in (5) . We see by comparing the red curve to our results that making these approximations introduces only a relatively small error. For k ⊥ T , our results agree with the blue curve in Fig. 2 and therefore with Ref. [10] . So, our results provide a small correction to results in the literature for P(k ⊥ ) at small k ⊥ and provide a consistent way of connecting the small k ⊥ results to previously known results for P(k ⊥ ) at large k ⊥ . We can also compare our results for the jet quenching parameter
to those in the literature. (The integrand in (8) is proportional to the quantity plotted in Fig. 2 
only for k ⊥ < gT , we findq of order g 4 , as is well-known.q has been calculated to order g 4 [11] and to order g 5 [9] . We find thatq in Ref. [11] differs from that we obtain from P(k ⊥ ) by only 0.4% (4.5%) at g = 0.01 (g = 0.1). Note that k 3 ⊥ P(k ⊥ ) ∝ 1/k ⊥ at large k ⊥ , meaning that in order to evaluateq (and compare to Ref. [11] ) we must introduce an ultraviolet cutoff. The probability of picking up large k ⊥ is significant: P(k ⊥ ) is a correctly normalized probability definition but it has a "fat tail", such that k ⊥ is finite while k 2 ⊥ ∼q diverges. This behavior characterizes a weakly coupled plasma that contains point-like quasiparticles. We can also compare our weak coupling results to P(k ⊥ ) for a strongly coupled plasma, which turns out to be a Gaussian function of k ⊥ [3] . Hence, even if a strongly coupled plasma causes more momentum broadening than a weakly coupled plasma in some average sense, the probability that the hard parton picks up k ⊥ is always greater in a weakly coupled plasma than in a strongly coupled one at large enough k ⊥ . In fact,q is greater in a weakly coupled plasma, where it diverges, than in a strongly coupled plasma, where it does not. This reflects the fact that the strongly coupled plasma is a liquid containing no quasiparticles.
